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Interview with Knut Vollebaek, former Foreign Minister of Norway 
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The interview is part of our Initiative for regular and consistent deployment of dialogue in international and national decision-making mechanisms and education. Prominent practitioners share their views and experiences in that context. 

Mr. Vollebaek presents concrete examples showing the increased need and significance of dialogue for effectively addressing contemporary security challenges. To learn the details please click here. 
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Dialogue in Multilateral Institutions from Governmental Perspective 
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The fourth piece of the series of webinars on the significance of dialogue in decision-making mechanisms took place on 01 February 2024. Governmental officials shared their experiences on the benefits of dialogue in a multilateral environment.

The record of the webinar can be watched here:
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Webinar Invitation: Dialogue in Multilateral Institutions from Perspectives of Governments 
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Kindly find the invitation to our Dialogue in Multilateral Institutions from Perspectives of Governments webinar on 1st (Thursday) February from 15.00-16.30 CET. 

During this event senior governmental officials will share their views on how dialogue could support the decisions in multilateral organizations to sustainably address global challenges and respond to risks of mass atrocity crimes.


Please click here to access the invitation! 

Please click here to access the registration link! The webinar link will be sent to your email address before the event. 
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A párbeszéd intézményesítése: stratégiai kényszer a többpólusú világban 
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Itt olvasható Tatár György, a Budapest Központ elnökének írása magyar nyelven a párbeszéd intézményesítéséről. 
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Institutionalizing Dialogue: A Strategic Imperative in Multipolar World 
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We are pleased to share the thoughts of Gyorgy Tatar, Chair of the Budapest Centre, on institutionalizing dialogue.
You may read the article if you click here. 
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First Training Completed 
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Inspired by the trainings of the Nansen Center for Peace and Dialogue, the Budapest Centre for Dialogue and Mass Atrocities Prevention completed its first interactive and practice oriented skills building in facilitation of dialogue being a tool for managing diversities, preventing and handling radicalization and violent conflicts. The three four hour sessions took place in cooperation with the College for Advanced Studies of Diplomacy in Practice at the Corvinus University of Budapest.

Based on the positive feedback received from the participants, the Budapest Centre will continue its skills building activities and tailor the agenda of the sessions to the needs of students, political activists and businesspersons with the view to increase their potentials for engaging in communication despite conflicting views.
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ROLE OF DIALOGUE IN MULTILATERAL AFFAIRS 
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The third piece of the series of webinars on the significance of dialogue in decision making mechanisms took place on 12 October, 2023. Practitioners shared their experience on the benefits of dialogue in the context of human rights and within the framework of global and regional multilateral organizations.

The record of the webinar could be watched 
.

The updated documents on the „Alliance for Dialogue” and „Institutionalization of Dialogue” you may read here. 
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Webinar Invitation: Role of Dialogue in Multilateral Affairs 
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Kindly find the invitation to our Role of Dialogue in Multilateral Affairs Webinar on 12th (Thursday) October from 15.00-16.30 CET. 

During this event former senior officials in the UN, OSCE and ICGLR will share their views and experience in using dialogue for addressing sustainably the challenges, in particular the pursuit of human rights and the risks of extreme crimes when shaping an inclusive multipolar world and multilateral system.

Please click here to access the invitation! 

Please click here to access the registration link! The webinar link will be sent to your email address before the event.
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 Human Rights and Illicit trade: the case of Syria 



	Information
	14. March 2022.



The Budapest Centre for Mass Atrocities Prevention shares with you the online conference "A... 
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 PUBLICATIONS - Atrocity Alert No. 291: Ukraine, Myanmar (Burma) and Mali



	Information
	14. March 2022.



Publication of the Global Centre for the Responsibility to Protect. Click here 
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 Dr. György Tatár at the 2021 Security, Democracy and Cities conference 



	Information
	12. November 2021.



The Budapest Centre for Mass Atrocities Prevention is proud to share the interview to Dr. Gyorgy... 
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 Human Rights and Illicit trade: the case of Syria 



	Information
	28. February 2022.



The Budapest Centre for Mass Atrocities Prevention shares with you the online conference which... 
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 A TÁRSADALMI PÁRBESZÉDÉRT



	Information
	24. March 2022.



A Párbeszédfa ünnepélyes ültetésére március 26-án 11:00-kor kerül sor a Tabánban (teniszpályák és... 











Partner organizations
	UN Office for Genocide Prevention and the R2P
	United Nations Human Rights Council
	International Criminal Court (ICC)
	Global Action Against Mass Atrocity Crimes
	Global Centre for R2P
	European Network for investigation and prosecution of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes (‘Genocide Network’)
	United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
	Genocide Watch
	Montreal Institute for Genocide and Human Rights Studies
	Asia-Pacific Centre for the Responsibility to Protect
	Canadian Centre for the Responsibility to Protect (CCR2P)
	Radicalization Awareness Network
	European Peacebuilding Liaison Office (EPLO)
	European Institute of Peace



UN RSS News



	
Massive investment and financial reform needed to rescue SDGs


Financing for sustainable development is at a crossroads and without urgent investment, global efforts to achieve a more just and[…] 




	
World News in Brief: Shipwreck tragedy off Djibouti coast, drone attacks continue at Ukraine nuclear plant, Madagascar cyclone update


1At least 38 migrants - including women and children – died when their overcrowded boat capsized off the coast of[…] 
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